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SARENS GROUP
HISTORY 

Granddad Sarens was a farmer and still used a horse and 
cart for forestry works and the transport of trees. That’s 
how it began in the thirties, one man and his twelve 
children, who started working with him as soon as they 
left school. The horse and cart became a truck, and then 
a cart again due to lack of fuel during the war. Wooden 
wheels made way for rubber tyres and eventually the 
horses were replaced with engines. The means were 
always adapted to the needs of the customer. 

This is the Sarens way: first analysing the problem and 
looking for the suitable technical solution, then executing 
the operation. Sarens loads, transports, builds and 
assembles with the suitable equipment, always under 
competent supervision. 

This competence combined with years of experience, has 
eventually lead to today’s expertise and specialisation. 

DISCOVER OUR HISTORY
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COMPANY  
PROFILE

OUR MISSION

Our goal is to be the reference in crane rental 
services, heavy lifting and special transport 
projects.

OUR VISION 

}} CUSTOMERS - When THEY’re satisfied,  
we are satisfied 

}} PEOPLE - Our most important assets
}} CULTURE - An entrepreneurial spirit
}} QEHS - Better safe than sorry
}} EQUIPMENT - Rely on us
}} FINANCE - Growth based on profits

MARKETS

}} oil, gas & petrochemical
}} minerals & mining
}} modular yards, forwarders & mechanical 
contractors  

}} power: nuclear, renewable energy, fossil, etc.
}} civil works & general Industry
}} heavy equipment manufacturers
}} private and government
}} harbour crane positioning

PRODUCTS

}} mobile cranes & lattice boom cranes
}} self-propelled modular trailers
}} jacking & weighing
}} strand jack operations
}} gantry / tower lifting systems 
}} skidding
}} barges, mooring & ballasting
}} offshore techniques
}} tower cranes
}} heavy lifting engineering
}} nuclear technology techniques

  

More tha 100  
entities worlwide


